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Mechanics of wedge-shaped fault blocks
2. An elastic solution for extensional wedges
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Abstract.

Listric, planar, low-angle,and high-anglenormal faults are commonin hangingwalls

of detachment faults. An elastic model has been developed to evaluate the role of basal friction,
wedgegeometry, pore fluid pressurewithin the wedge, and boundary conditions applied along
the wedgerear in controlling the stressdistribution in an extensional fault wedge. This model
assumesa stress-freecondition on the top and frictional sliding on the base of the wedge, respectively, a linear variation of stresscomponentsas a function of depth along the wedge rear, and a

uniformhorizontalstressappliedon the wedgetoe. The modelpredictsthat (1) for the surface
slope equal to zero, a thin wedge favors development of high-angle and planar faults, whereas
a thick wedge favors development of low-angle and listric normal faults; variation of pore fluid
pressuresalong the basal detachment fault hardly affects the predicted fault geometry; pore fluid
pressurewithin the wedgeis critical in controlling the state of stressin the wedge: higher values
of the internal pore fluid pressurepromote low-angle normal faulting and locally high-angle re-

versefaulting; (2) variationof surfaceslopeand the uniform horizontalnormal stressappliedat
the wedge toe does not affect the predicted fault geometry appreciably, although the distribution

of deviatoricstressmagnitudechangesfor differentcases;and (3) listric normalfaults are predicted in all computations and the fault curvature increasesas the vertical gradient of the hori-

zontal normal stressalongthe wedgerear, the wedgeangle (surfaceslope+ dip angle), and the
internal pore fluid pressureincrease. The model provides a simple conceptual guide to deciphering the formation of complex fault geometries and cross cutting relationships as a function of
mechanical parameters related to geologicprocessesand settings. For example, it provides an explanation for why low-angle normal faults cut high-angle normal faults in hanging walls of some
detachment fault systems in the U.S. Cordillera.

Introduction

move,what is the state of stressin its hangingwall and how

Low-anglenormalfaults of regionalextent (detachment doesstressdistribution vary as a function of basalfriction,
faults)aredominantstructures
in extensional
terranes[e.g., wedge geometry, and boundary conditions applied on the
Wernicke,1981;/Listerand Davis, 1989].Intensegeologic wedgerear and the wedgetoe? The first questionhas been
investigationsof low-anglenormal fault systemsin western addressedby Yin [1989, 1990]. He attributed the initiation
United States and elsewhere in the world in the last two
of low-anglenormal faults to a combinationof shearingon
decadeshave greatly enhancedour understandingof their the base of the upper crust that rotates the stress orientageometriesand kinematics[e.g., Gibbs,1984;;Lister et al., tion [Y in, 1989]and the presenceof highporefluid pressure
1986;Morle•l, 1989; Tulloch and Kirnbrough,1989; Wer- that weakensthe upper crust [Y in, 1990]. Yin [1993]also
nicke,1993;Dinter and Rollden,1993].However,mechan- suggestedthat low-angle normal faults can initiate in a comical conditionsfor the initiation and the developmentof low- pressionalwedgewhen the friction is high along the basal
angienormal fault sytemsremain poorly understood.There thrust. Initiation of low-anglenormal faults is thought to
are three fundmental problemsregardingtheir mechanics. be related to either upwardwarpingof the Moho [Spencer

First, the directionsof principalstresses
are commonlyassumedto be horizontaland vertical during extension,and

and Chase, 1989]or relaxationof the upper crust behaving viscoelasticallyand being shearedat its base [Melosh,
thusnormalfaultsshouldinitiateat a dip of about60o as 1990].
predictedby the Anderson [1942]theory. If so, why do
The secondproblemof why motion can occuralong lowlow-angle
normalfaultsinitiateasobserved
in the field[e.g., angle detachmentfaults is discussedby Fors•lth [1992],
Wernicke,1993]?Second,translationof a largerockmass A•en [1992],and Xiao et al. [1991]. Forsythinvestigated
alonga low-anglesurfacerequiresan extremelylow friction the force balancebetweenthe regionalstress,friction along

on the surface[Hubbert and Rube•l,1959],what are the
mechanismsthat causedfriction reduction? Third, once a
throughgoingmaster detachmentfault formsand beginsto

a normal fault, and stress induced by lithospheric flexure
causedby slip alongthe normal fault. He suggestedthat mo-'

tion alonglow-anglenormal faults is favored. A•en [1992]
reviewed geologic features in detachment fault zones that
may indicate the presenceof high pore fluid pressuresduring their development. Low friction induced by high pore
fluid pressuresin the detachmentfault zonesmay havefacilitated motion along low-angle normal faults. The stability
of extensionalwedgesmoving alonglow-anglenormal faults
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wasalsodiscussed
by Xiao et al. [1991],whoassumedthat

shownin Figure 1, where c• is the surfaceslope,• is the
dip angleof the basaldetachmentfault, 0 = c• + •, and a•0
is the prescribedwedgelength. Note that the a• axis is parallel to the surfaceand pointsin the upslopedirection. The
sign conventionfollowsthat of elasticity,i.e., tensile stress

the wedgesdeform following the Coulomb fracture criterion.
They demonstrated that wedgesnarrower than the criticalCoulomb-wedgegeometry can slide stably along detachment
faults

without

internal

WEDGES

deformation.

Geologic studies in the last two decades have revealed

is positive.

complexfault geometriesand crosscutting relatlonsipsin
The stressequilibrium equationsof a porous continuum
hangingwallsof detachmentfaults [e.g., Anderson, 1971; in the a• and y directions for a plane stresscondition are

Proffett, 1977; Wernickeand Burchfel, 1982; Gibbs,
1983; Miller et al., 1983; Lister and Davis, 1989;
and Dunn, 1992],suggesting
that the stateof stressis complex. For example,in someextensionalterranes,high-angle
normalfaultsconsistently
cut low-anglenormalfaults[e.g.,

Proffett,1977],whereas
in others,
low-angle
faultscuthighanglefaults [e.g., Lister and Davis, 1989]. Thus under-

(1)

c9•+ Oy+Y,--O

(2)

where

standing the factors that control the state of stress in de-

tachmentfault hanging walls is a key to decipheringthe
causesfor the observedvariability in fault geometriesand
fault

Oz+ 0y +X,-O

X, - -(1 - ,•)p,gsina - -p,g sina

(3)

kinematics.

Y• = (1 - ,•)p,gcosa-- p,gcosa
(4)
Becausethe geometryof detachmentfault hangingwalls
is approximatelywedge-shaped,
an elasticwedgemodelhas and Ps is the averagedensityof rock composingthe wedge,
been developed in this paper. The model relates the stress

,• is the pore fluid pressure
ratio within the wedge,g is
the acceleration
of gravity,Pe -- (1 - ,•)Psis the effective
density,cr'-'•=
andcr'-'yy
areeffectivenormalstresscomponents,

distributionin an extensionalwedgeto the basalfriction,the
wedgegeometry,the wedgelength,and the boundaryconditionsappliedon the wedgerear and the wedgetoe. The formulationof this modelis similarto that of the compressional
wedgemodeldevelopedby Yin [1993]exceptthat the slip
along the basal-boundingfault is in the oppositesense.A
simpleelasticwedgemodelwasdeveloped
earlierby Spencer

and crzy-- cryzare the shearstresscomponents
in the a•and
y directions.

The boundary conditionsare a stress-freeupper surface
and a linear variation

[1982]to inveistigate
the stressdistribution
in hangingwalls
of detachmentfaults. However,his modelneglectsfrictional
traction alongdetachmentfaults and pore-fluidpressures
in
the wedge,and thus it is unableto evaluatehow pore fluid
pressureratioswithin and alongthe baseof the wedgeaffect
the state of stressin extensionalwedges.
Detachment faults are commonlydomal and basinal due

to isostaticreboundor constrlctional
strainfield [e.g., Yin,
1991].The modeldevelopedbelowneglects
mechanisms
and
processes
for the formationof domaland basinalgeometries.
Thus it appliesto planardetachmentfaultsor early stages
of their developmentwhen their geometrieswereplanar.

Theory

of normal

and shear tractions

with

depth along the wedgerear, i.e.,

(s)

y) - z + Sy

(6)

y) - Cy
where A, B, and C are prescribed constantsthat define
the boundary condition. This assumedboundary condition
along the wedge rear is based on in situ stress measure-

ments[McGarr and Gay, 1978]whichsuggests
that vertical and horizontal normal stressesare generally a linear
function of depth. The boundary condition along the base

of the wedgeis assumedto followAmonton'slaw [Jaeger
and Cook,1979]

The geometryof an elastic-brittleextensional
wedgeand
the framework of reference used in the calculations are

rb(Z,y- ztan0) -- pb(1-- /•b)•b(Z,y-- ztan0) (8)
x0

(0, 0)

(L/cosa

Figure 1. Framework
of reference
andsignconvention
usedin the model.L, criticallengthof
unfracturedwedgetoe;c•,surfaceslope;•, dip of the detachment
fault boundingthe baseof the
wedge;and 0 = c•+ •, wedgeangle.
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where
•b isthecoefficient
offriction
along
thefaultplane,
•b
isthenormal
stress
component
across
thebasal
thrust
plane,
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Wecannowwritethestress
distribution
in thewedge

rbis theshearstresscomponent
alongthebasaldetachment

faultplane,
and,•bistheporefluidpressure
ratioalong
the
faultplane.•b andrb canberelated
to stress
components
cr'"•,,
cr'-•,andcr• alongthebasalplaneby

rr'"•z
-- kazq-k4yq-ksq-pegzsinc•

(20)

er• = -p•gy cosa

(21)

From(16),(17),and(18),wecanseethatif ks -- O,then
determination
ofksisindependent
oftheprescribed
wedge

(9)

length,a•o.In this specialcase,the solutionof stressdistri-

• -- cr•u(l
•'- rn2)+ (•uu- •)lrn

(10) butionrepresented
by(20),(21),and(22)isself-similar.

where I-

-sin 0 and m- cos0.
Usingthe boundary
conditions
alongthe wedgerear
I haveobtained
a solution
of theabove
problem
by as- represented
by (6) and(7) andcomparing
themwith(20)

sumingthat the Airy stressfunctionhas the form

•!,- 1kla•
3q-1 2 1
1k z•a+ 1

and(22), weobtainthe following
relations:

•-•.(zo,y) - A + By - kazo+ k4y

1 ya

+ 1k + 1

+ks+ p•gzosinc•

(23)

er,•(•o,y) - Cy - -kay

(24)

whereA - kazo+ pegzosinot
q-ks,B - k4,andC -- -ks.

where•I' satisiles
the biharmonic
equationV4•I, -- 0. This
gives

By observing
thatka is a function
of k4 in (16),wefind
that B andC arerelated.Thus,prescribing
the valueof
k4andksisequivalent
to knowing
theboundary
conditions
(i.e.,thevalueof A andB) at thewedge
rear. Parameter

B -- k4 represents
thegradient
of cr"'•z
in they direction
alongthe wedgerear.

Equation(8) providesthe constraintonthe sheartraction

on the basalsurface.As k3, k4, andks are known,the
normaltraction alongthis surfacecan alsobe derivedfrom

024

1

•(z, y -- z tanO)-- 12(kaz
+ k4ztan0+ ks

1

where
kl to k8areconstants,
theirvalues
being
determined
to fit theboundary
conditions.
Equation
(5) requires
that

+pe•/z
sina) + rn2(-pegz
tanOcos
ex)

q-21m(-kaz
tanO).
(25)
kl -- k2 = k6 - k?- 0. Theremaining
constants
ks,
Thus,equations
(5), (6), (?), (8), and(25)provide
a comk4,ks,andksaredetermined
bythefollowing
constraints.
plete set of boundaryconditionsaround an extensional

First, the stressmagnitudeat the toe of the extensional wedge.
wedgeis assumed
to be known,giving
Using(20), (21), and(22), the principalstressdirections

(r'-•(O,
O)-- k8-- etc.

andthemaximum
shearstress
(=deviatoric
stress)
canbe
(15) calculated
by

Thiscondition
is equivalent
to a uniform
normalstress
cr0
in the• direction
applied
throughout
thewedge.
Constant
ks represents
thegradient
of O•=z/Oyin the• direction.
Because
thisgradient
varieslittlein a largeregionshown
bytheresultofin situstress
measurements
[McGarrand and
Gay,1978],ks is assumed
to bezero.Finally,k3 canbe
determined
by(8), (9), and(10)asa function
of k4 andk8

=

--k4a12 q- bl

ssl
a•z-- z0sin
z011
- tanOt•b(1
- A,)]
(18)
b•-- pegzo
sinO[(sin
a cos• + cosa sin•)
--pb(1-- A)(sin
a sinO- cosa cosc•)]
+k8sinO[cos
0 -/•, (1- A)sinO]

anda•ois thelengthof theextensional
wedge.

(26)

respectively,
where•b is the anglebetweenthe maximum

all

where

-

)
•b--•1tan
-•(•=2rrz•
_rr'-'•

tensile
stress
• andthez axis.Using
(26)and(27),andapplyingtheCoulomb
fracture
criterion
withtheassumption
thatan angleof internalfriction•bof 30ø, thetrajectories
of predictedfault patternsanddistributionof the maximum
shear stress can be calculated.

Results

Usingtheelastic
solution
forextensional
wedges
derived
(19) above,
the rolesof wedgegeometry,
basalfriction,internal
porefluidpressure,
wedge
length,andboundary
conditions
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applied on the wedge rear and toe in controlling the state
of stress are evaluated. Figure 2 shows the distribution of
deviatoric stress and the predicted fault pattern as a func-

WEDGES

in thesewedgesmaychange.Figures3a, 3band 3c showdistributions of deviatoric stress and predicted fault patterns

tion of wedgegeometryfor ks -- 10 bars, k4 -- -0.8pg,

for wedgelength of g0 = 10 km, 50 km, and 100 km, respectively.Other parametersare chosento be ks = 0 bars,

)• -- )• -- 0.4, andg0 -- 50 kin. Forc•'- 0ø and• -- 10ø,

k4 = -0.Spg, c• - 0ø, •3 - 20o, and/• -- • = 0.4. We

nearly planar normal faults are predicted(Figure 2a). If
the surfaceslopeczremainsas zero, but the dip angle• in-

can seethat the predicted geometriesof fault pattern for the
three casesare identical. However, as the wedge length increases
to 20o (Figure2b),thenormalfaultspredicted
are creases,the maximum value of deviatoric stressin the wedge
more curved(cf. Figure 2a). If the surfaceslopedecreases increases drastically.
to cz-----30 andthedipangleremains
thesameas• = 20ø,
The role of pore fluid pressureswithin and along the base
the predictedfault pattern (Figure 2c) doesnot changeap- of an extensional wedge is examined. Figure 4a shows the
preciably from that shownin Figure 2b. However, if the distribution of deviatoric stress and the predicted fault patsurface slope increases,the predicted normal faults are less tern for ks = 10 bars, k4 -- -0.Spg, • = 0.4, • = 0.9,

curvedand dip at shallowerangles(Figure 2d) compared g0 -- 50 km, c• -- 0ø, and• -- 20o. Although/• = 0.9
to those in Figure 2b. For a detachmentfault with its dip

in Figure 4a is much greater than •

-- 0.4 in Figure 2b,

angle/•----45ø (Figure2e), thepredicted
normalfaultsare the predicted fault patterns are quite similar for the two sithigh-angle in the upper part of the wedge and low-angle in
the lower part of the wedge. The distribution of the deviatoric stress in this case is quite different from that shown in

uations. However, the maximum value of deviatoric stress
increases as the basal pore fluid pressure ratio decreases.

Figure 2 b.

mum value of deviatoric stressand the fault pattern change
dramatically compared to those in Figures 4a and 2b. In
this case,listtic and low-angle planar normal faults are predicted. If the basal pore fluid pressureratio decreasesfrom
)•=0.9 to )•=0.4 but the pore fluid pressureratio in the

Becausethe stresssolutionrepresented
by (20), (21), and
(22) is self-similarfor ks -- 0, the predictedfault pattern
for extensional wedges with various lengths should be the
same, although the maximum magnitude of deviatoric stress

When • and/• increaseto 0.9 (Figure4b), both the maxi-
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Figure 2. Distributions of deviatoric stressand predictedfault patterns as a function of wedge
geometry. Parameters are chosento be ks -- 10 bars, k4 -- -0.Spg, )• -- )• -- 0.4, and g0 - 50

=and/•-300
10ø'
(b)a-O
øand/•--200
km.
(aI a=O
øand/•0o
, (c)a=-30and/•-200
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.
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Figure 2. (continued)
that o•-- 0ø, • -- 20ø, ks -- 10 bars,• -' 0.4,
wedgeremainsas highas • --' 0.9 (Figure4c), we find that weassume
the fault pattern is similarto that in Figure 4b. However, • - 0.4, and •o -- 50 km. We find that the curvaturesof
the maximum value of deviatoric stressin the wedge is less the predictednormalfaultsare appreciablydifferentin that
the greatervalueof k4 (e.g., k4 -- -0.5pg) favorshigherthan that in Figure 4b.
The role of the normal stresscomponent in the ß direc-

angle and more planar faults.

tion applied on the wedgetoe is evaluatedin Figure 5. It
showsdistributions of deviatoric stressesand predicted fault

patternsfor ks -- 30 bars(Figure5a) and-10 bars(Figure Discussion
5b), respectively.
The rest of the parameters
are assumed

to bea -- 0ø, • -- 200, k4 '- -O.9pg,• -- 0.4, • -' 0.9,

Curvature

of Normal

Faults

and •o --- 50 kin. We can see that the fault pattern and
the distribution

of deviatoric

stress in both situations

are

Listtic normal faults are common features in extensional

similar.

wedges
[e.g.,Wernickeand Burchfiel,1982;Gibbs,1984].

The last parameterto be evaluatedis k4, the vertical
gradientof the normalstresscomponentin the ß direction
alongthe wedgerear. Figure 6 showsdistributionsof deviatoric stressand predictedfault patternsfor k4 -----1.3pg

The resultsof the simplemechanicalmodel presentedabove
indicate that listtic normal faults are generally favored in

wedge-shaped
hangingwalls, althoughtheir curvaturescan
vary dependingon the boundaryconditionsapplied. In par(Figure6a) andk4 -- -0.5pg (Figure6b). Forbothcases, ticular, the wedgegeometry,the porefluid pressure,and the
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Figure 3. Distributionsof deviatoricstressand predictedfault patternsas a functionof wedge
length. Parametersusedin the calculations
are/cs- 0 bars,k4 - -0.Spg, a - 0ø,/• - 20ø, and
J•= J•b- 0.4. (a) •0 = 10 km, (b) •0 = 50 km, and (c) •0 = 100km.
stressgradient along the wedgerear can all affect the geometry of fault initiation in an extensionalwedge. Thin wedges
favor the developmentof high-angleand more planar normal
faults, whereasthick wedgesfavor the developmentof more
curvedlistric and low-anglenormal faults. Although pore
fluid pressuresalong the baseof the wedgehardly affect the
geometry of potential normal faults in extensionalwedges,
the pore fluid pressurewithin extensionalwedgesis the key
factor governingthe state of stressin the wedges. Especially, a high pore fluid pressurewithin the wedgefavorsthe

faults with different geometries in the hanging wall may cut
each other as a result of changein the stressstate in response
to the changein boundary conditions around the extensional
wedge.

Critical
Wedge

Length of an Unfractured

A common

feature

Extensional

to the results of the above calcula-

tions is that the magnitude of deviatoric stressdecreasestoinitiation of listtic and low-anglenormalfaults(Figures4b ward the wedgetoe. This distribution implies that if normal
and 4c), whereasa low porefluid pressurewithin the wedge faults are initiated in an extensionalwedge,they shouldbefavorshigh-angleand moreplanarnormalfaults(Figures2b gin to developfirst from the wedgerear and then progress
and 4a). Becausethe boundaryconditionsand wedgege- toward the wedge toe. This sequenceof faulting is excelometriescan vary among extensionalterranes, occurrenceof lently demonstratedby Xiao et al. [1991]in their sandbox
complex fault geometriesshould be expected as illustrated experiments(Figure 7). We can visualizethe followingseby the model discussedabove. In addition, as the bound- quence of events that may occur during the development
ary conditions applying to one individual detachment fault
of a detachmentfault system: (1) a throughgoingdetachsystem may vary in time during the courseof its evolution, ment fault is initiated, (2) frictionalslidingoccursalongthe
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Figure 4. Distributionsof deviatoricstressand predictedfault patternsas a functionof pore
fluid pressureratios within and along the baseof the wedge. Parametersusedin the calculations

areks- 10bars,k4- -0.8pg,g0- 50 km,a - 0ø, and•-

20ø. (a) • - 0.4 and•--0.9, (b) •

- 0.9 and ,•b----0.9,
(c) ,• -- 0.9 and ,•b----0.4.
detachmentfault surface,(3) developmentof hangingwall
normalfaults beginsfrom the wedgerear, and (4) the sizeof
the unfaulted part of the wedge becomessmaller as the deformational front progressestoward the wedge toe. Finally,
there would be a critical wedge length L, where a shorter
wedge cannot be further fractured. Determination of this

Sequence of Normal
tensional Wedges
It has been

observed

Fault Development

that

master

detachment

in Ex-

faults

as

well as minor normal faults in their hanging walls can ro-

tate during continentalextension[e.g., Proffett, 1977]. A
criticallength(L) is similarto that of the Hubbert-Rubey consequenceof rotating master detachment faults is that
toe for compressionalwedgesas calculated by Yin [1993].
Using the same approach, the relation between the critical

wedgelength(L) and the dip angleof the detachmentfault

(•) is shownin Figure8 with a -- I ø, )•b=0.4, )• -- 0.4,
ks -- 0, and k4 -- -0.9pg. The cohesive
strength(So) is
chosen to be 50 bars, 100 bars, and 150 bars, respectively.
We find that the critical wedge length decreasesmonotonically as the dip angle increases. This relationship clearly

demonstratesthat not only doeõ the strength of the extensional wedge control the length of the unfractured wedge
toe, but the configurationof the wedgeis also important as
well.

the extensional wedge geometry may change in time as detachment fault systems are evolving. Such a change would
produce a.change in the state of stressin the wedges. For
example, shallowing master detachment faults may lead to
a change in stress condition from favoring development of
listtic and low-angle normal faults to one favoring planar
and high-angle normal faults, whereas steepening may lead
to a changein stresscondition from favoring development of
more planar and high-angle faults to favoring listtic and low-

anglenormalfaults (Figure 2). From the inferencesderived
from this simple mechanical model, cross cutting relationships between low-angle and high-angle faults observed in
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Figure 5. Distributionsof deviatoricstressand predictedfault patterns as a function of the
normal-tractioncomponentin the g directionapplied along the wedgerear and the wedgetoe.

Parameters
usedin the calculations
arek4 '- -O.Spg,a•o-- 50 km, ;• = 0.4, ;•b= 0.9, a -- 0ø, and
/3 = 200. (a) ks= 30 bars,and(b) ks=-10 bars.
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Figure 6. Distributionsof deviatoricstressand predictedfault patternsas a functionof
the verticalgradientof the normaltractioncomponentin the g direction. Parametersusedin

the calculations
are ks = 10 bars,z0 -- 50 km, )• -- 0.4, )•b- 0.4, a = 0ø, and/3 = 20ø. (a)
k4 =-1.3pg, and (b) k4 =-0.5pg.
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Figure 7. Progressiveinitiation of normalfaults towardsthe wedgetoe in a sandboxexperiment
for slidingof extensionalwedges[Xiao et al., 1991].
hanging walls of detachment faults might indicate whether
master detachment faults have shallowed or steepened as
they evolved, assuming all other mechanical conditions and
parameters remained the same during the changein wedge
geometry.

In the Snake Range of eastern Nevada, low-angle normal faults in the hanging wall of the northern Snake Range
decollementare consistentlycut by high-anglenormal faults

may provide a solution to this problem. The Whipple detachment fault itself has not been rotated significantly since

its initiation,because
thefaultcutsat a lowangle(• 300)
through the unconformity between the Precambrian basement and Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary strata in its

hangingwall(G.A. Davis, personalcommunication,1989)
(alsoseeLister and Davis [1989]).Thus changes
in wedge
geometry cannot be the cause for the observed cross cut-

[Miller et al., 1983]. This type of crosscutting relation- ting relationship. Variation in other conditions such as pore
ship has been explained by rotation of hanging wall highangle faults to a low-angle orientation mechanically unfavorable for further movement, and thus new high-angle nor-

fluid pressurein and along the basesof wedgesis more likely
to causeexcisement/initiation of youngerlow-angle normal
faults in the hanging wall of the Whipple detachment fault.
mal faults develop and cut the older rotated normal faults.
For example, the Whipple detachment fault system may
During this process,the orientations of the principal stresses have had high pore fluid pressuresin the fault zone and
are assumed to be horizontal and vertical, and initiation of low pore fluid pressuresin its hanging wall during the early
faulting wasgovernedby the Andersonfault theory [Prof- stage of its evolution. This condition would have allowed the
left, 1977;Miller et al., 1983]. This explanationdoesnot, developmentof high-angle normal faults in the hanging wall
however, explain the extensional history in the Whipple
as shownin Figure 4a. As normal faults in the hanging wall
Mountains detachment fault system, southeastern California
begin to develop, high pore-fluid pressurescould be released
where low-angle normal faults excisedin the hanging wall from the detachment fault zone into the hanging wall. This
truncatean oldersetof high-anglenormalfaults[Lister and processmay produce a condition of low pore fluid pressures
Davis, 1989]. Resultsof the modelpresentedin this paper in the detachment.fault zone and high pore fluid pressures
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Figure 8. Relationship
betweenthe criticallengthof unfaultedwedgetoe andthe dip angleof
master detachment fault. Parameters used in the calculation are ks - O, k4 = -0.9pg, A = 0.4,

A• - 0.4, and ce- 1ø. Sois the cohesive
strengthof the wedge.

in the wedge-shapedhanging wall. As shownin Figure 4c,

Limitations

of the

Model

this condition would favor the development of both listtic
and low-angle normal faults.
Alternative to the above explanation for the excisementof

The model discussedabove provides a conceptual guide
that may lead to unravelling the complex relationship between boundary condistions and stress distribution in exlow-anglenormal faults in the Whipple Mountains,a change tensional wedges. The major shortcomingof the appproach
in the vertical gradient of the horizontal normal traction is that oncefaults begin to developin the wedge,new boundalongthe wedgerear, ]c4,may alsohavecausedthe change aries are created and thus the boundary conditions change.
in modeof normal faulting in the hangingwall. It is possible In this case, the wedgeis no longer a continuum. Additionthat ]c4washigh, say1c4-----0.5pg, duringthe early stageof ally, the assumption that a throughgoing detachment fault
detachmentfaulting in the Whipple Mountains. This con- must form before the initiation of its hangingwall normal
dition would favor the development of high-angle normal faults is uncertain, becauseboth can develop simultaneously.

faults as shownin Figure 6a. However,if ]c4decreased
as
the detachment system was evolving, the boundary condi-
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